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THE THOMAS & THOMAS CREDO
This year we proudly celebrate 46 years of rod building at Thomas 

& Thomas. While the passage of time has brought new rod designs 

and many advances in technology, our guiding principles have 

remained unchanged. In 1969 the desire to build the finest rods 

human hands could create launched our company. This ideal, 

combined with a commitment to uphold the standards of function 

and aesthetics that is such an important part of the fly fishing 

community, has always been our guide.

Reflecting on our history, we find that our original goals have not 

changed at all. We still believe that fly fishing is a sport rich in 

traditions; that those traditions should be upheld, and that the 

heritage of fly fishing is in itself enough to position it apart from 

other forms of angling. Indeed, it is as much about the creation 

and use of fine tackle as it is about the catching of fish. A quality 

fly rod, of thoughtful design and built by a caring artisan, is a joy 

to hold in the hand and a pleasure to cast. To achieve the final goal 

– to hook and land a fish – cements the bond between builder and 

angler, and is the ultimate reward for their shared efforts.

At Thomas & Thomas, we continue, as always, to build our rods 

from scratch and with great pride. Each rod bears the badges 

"Made in the USA" and "Built in our shop by proud artisans" – 

statements that are as much a part of the rich heritage of fly 

fishing as they are of history of Thomas & Thomas.

To those who have shared in our history, many of you from the 

very beginning, our sincere thanks. 

 

 

Thomas Dorsey
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ESP
Extra Sensory Presentations for confined spaces.

When the conditions call for precision and finesse, add a sixth sense to your casting 

arsenal. This is a rod series for babbling brooks, rich chalk streams and technical 

spring creeks. The ESP feels light in the hand and flexes with minimal haul for 

smooth, controlled casts at short and medium distances. In confined spaces, the 

rod’s action will enable anglers to get creative with roll casts and ‘bow and arrow’ 

target shooting. If longer presentations are required the ESP possesses plenty of 

reserve power—and backbone to handle bigger fish.

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, western grip, bright milled aluminum, 
up-locking reel seat, tiger maple spacer, titanium stripping guides, 
Universal Snake Brand guides, chestnut wraps with black edging.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 ESP 763-4  4  Medium  7'6"  #3

 ESP 764-4  4  Medium  7'6"  #4

 ESP 765-4  4  Medium  7'6"  #5

 ESP 803-4  4  Medium  8'0"  #3

 ESP 804-4  4  Medium  8'0"  #4

 ESP 805-4  4  Medium  8'0"  #5 
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 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 LPSII 864-4  4  Medium  8'6"  #4

 LPSII 865-4  4  Medium 8'6"  #5

 LPSII 904-4  4  Medium  9'0"  #4

 LPSII 905-4  4  Medium  9'0" #5 

lPS ii
The medium action feel and accuracy of our legendary LPS — 

now in a four-piece rod.

Designed specifically for the stealth and delicacy that highly technical trout 

fisheries demand. Wherever extremely wary fish are rising in smooth, glassy 

water, you will find the conditions for this rod series to excel. LPS II rods handle 

long leaders and accurately deliver dry flies at all distances, providing the ultimate 

experience in feel and control. Sensitivity in the upper sections of the LPS II 

makes it a versatile tool, perfectly able to make the transition to small nymphs or 

streamers when conditions dictate.

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, western grip, black milled aluminum, up-locking 
reel seat, tiger maple spacer, titanium stripping guides, Universal Snake Brand 
guides, black wraps with olive edging.
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aTS
Medium fast action rods for advanced trout situations requiring stealth, 

extra reach, line control and tip sensitivity.

The ATS is designed with a slightly softer tip, a smooth progressive action and 

brings benefits way beyond its excellent nymphing capabilities. A combination of 

high modulus graphite and a new, elongated grip design make these rods light in 

the hand. Controlled loops and precise presentations are no problem once a little 

more fly line is out of the tip top. The extra length facilitates longer drag-free drifts 

making this rod series a great choice for any technical trout fishery.

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, elongated grip, black milled aluminum, up-lock-
ing reel seat, burled walnut spacer, titanium stripping guides and single foot RECoil 
guides with black wraps.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 ATS 1003-4  4  Med/Fast  10'0" #3

 ATS 1004-4  4  Med/Fast  10'0" #4

 ATS 1005-4  4  Med/Fast  10'0" #5

 ATS 1103-4  4  Med/Fast  11'0"  #3

 ATS 1104-4  4  Med/Fast  11'0"  #4

 ATS 1105-4  4  Med/Fast  11’0”  #5 
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NS ii
Fast action rods for big water, big winds and big fish.

Many fly fishermen lament the fact that fly rods have gotten faster and stiffer over 

recent years. But fast does not have to come at the expense of feeling, which is why 

the NS II series has been our best seller for the last few years. There are occasions in 

fly fishing where only a faster action rod can generate the line speed to get the fly to 

where it needs to be.

The NS II series is enhanced and extended over its predecessor, the NS. We’ve 

reduced weight with the highest possible specification titanium and Universal snake 

brand guides, tuned the high modulus blank and reduced the ferrule profiles to 

create a rod that will perform wherever you want to take it — big rivers, vast still-

waters or tropical flats. This is a fast action series that spans the spectrum of trout, 

salmon, steelhead, freshwater predators and saltwater power species. Discover 

why competition casters and hardcore anglers around the world are in awe of the 

capabilities of these rods.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 NSII 905-4  4  Fast  9'0"  #5

 NSII 906-4  4  Fast  9'0"  #6

 NSII 966-4  4  Fast  9'6"  #6

 NSII 967-4  4  Fast  9'6"  #7

 NSII 968-4  4  Fast  9'6"  #8

 NSII 1007-4  4  Fast  10'0"  #7

 NSII 1008-4  4  Fast  10'0"  #8 

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, full wells grip, bright milled aluminum up-locking 
reel seat, burled walnut spacer on 905-4 and 906-4, titanium stripping guides, 
Universal snake brand guides with black wraps and silver edging. Salt-safe reel seat 
and fighting butt on #7 rods and above, and available as an option on 906-4.
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SSS
Medium Fast Action for the challenges of anadromous fish.

With two-handed rods seemingly ubiquitous on many famous salmon and steelhead 

rivers, at times it seems as though single-hander’s have been forgotten. That’s not 

the case here at T&T. The “Salmon and Steelhead Special" rods are designed to offer 

salmon and steelhead anglers the ultimate balance of sensitivity and fish fighting 

prowess. These rods are deadly accurate for dry fly work and still perfectly capable 

of lifting a long line off the water as you step and swing flies through the pool. 

The medium fast action facilitates smooth, controlled casts, even with highly wind 

resistant flies. Strength in the lower sections of the rod enables good hook setting 

and provides the power to battle these magnificent migratory fish.

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, full wells grip, black milled aluminum up-locking 
reel seat, titanium stripping guides, Universal Snake Brand guides, black wraps 
with silver edging.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 SSS 968-7  4  Med/Fast  9'6"  #7

 SSS 968-4  4  Med/Fast  9'6"  #8
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hEirlooM 
Replicating the sweet action of bamboo with durable fiberglass.

For today’s angling purists, who delight in a fly rod that ‘paints’ the fly on the water, 

T&T created the Heirloom Series. Heirloom’s action is beyond sweet and subtle; just 

close your eyes while casting and you’ll feel the smooth recovery of high-end bam-

boo. Achieved by using the latest generation of high-tech glass fibers, our Heirloom 

Series is designed to replicate bamboo’s classic action in rich fly fishing tradition.

ThE dETail: Olive blank, western grip, bright milled aluminum up-locking reel seat, 
bubinga spacer.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 FR 763-3  3  Subtle  7'6"  #3  

 FR 764-3  3  Subtle  7'6"  #4  

 FR 765-3  3  Subtle  7'6"  #5  

 FR 804-3  3  Subtle  8'0"  #4  

 FR 805-3  3  Subtle  8'0" #5  
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Solar
Our fast action, flagship saltwater series.

The culmination of two years of R&D working with some of the best guides in the 

Florida Keys and the Bahamas, the SOLAR series is our flagship saltwater rod. 

Designed for the riggors of tropical flats fishing, since the SOLAR's introduction 

anglers have found it equally at home chasing Northeast stripers and tuna, throwing 

poppers for peacock bass, and stipping big flies for giant dorado and browns.

With SOLAR we developed an immensely powerful rod and then reined it back a 

little so that it is dialed for optimum performance at 45’ to 65’. Experienced guides 

agree that this is the ‘zone’. At these distances accuracy is enhanced and the 

reaction of the fish is visible. Sure the SOLAR can throw an entire fly line for a ‘Hail 

Mary’. But it is dialed for the zone, strong enough in the tip to pick up and recast 

heavily weighted flies at these distances and possessing the butt power to fight the 

fish close to the strength limits of IGFA tippets. At Thomas & Thomas, we focus not 

just on creating ‘casting rods’ but on perfecting ‘catching’ rods. 

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank with topographical 
enhanced design to assist in shooting line, full wells 
grip, salt-safe black milled aluminum up-locking reel 
seat, titanium stripping guides, smoked RECoil guides 
with black wraps and light blue edging.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 SOLAR 906-4  4  Fast 9'0"  #6

 SOLAR 907-4  4  Fast  9'0"  #7

 SOLAR 908-4  4  Fast  9'0"  #8

 SOLAR 909-4  4  Fast  9'0"  #9

 SOLAR 910-4  4  Fast  9'0”  #10

 SOLAR 911-4  4  Fast  9'0"  #11

 SOLAR 912-4  4  Fast  9'0"  #12
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dNa ClaSSiC
Traditional progressive action in a new generation of spey rod.

The DNA action is a classic, progressive design, inspired by T&T’s original 

DH series. The highly regarded DH1307-3 and DH1409-5 rods were used 

as the benchmark for the development of these new DNA blanks. By 

taking advantage of recent developments in materials, we’ve achieved 

the same smooth actions in a significantly lighter, slimmer bank and 

multi-piece configurations that perform like three-piece rods. We 

recommend the DNA action for anglers seeking two-handed rods that 

will do it all — skagit, scandi, spey, and overhead — with ease. The DNA 

is the perfect ‘all rounder’ and the best choice for experienced casters 

fishing mid belly length lines and longer.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 DNA 1195-4    4 Progressive 11'9" #5  300-375 gr.

 DNA 1266-4    4      Progressive 12'6" #6  375-450 gr.

 DNA 1307-4 4  Progressive 13'0" #7  450-525 gr.

 DNA 1368-4 4  Progressive 13'6" #8 475-550 gr.

 DNA 1409-5 5  Progressive 14'0" #9  500-650 gr.

 DNA 1510-5 5  Progressive 15'0" #10  575-700 gr.

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, elongated grip, black milled aluminum down-locking reel 
seat, burled walnut spacer, titanium stripping guides and single foot RECoil guides with 
black wraps.

two handed Rods
DOUBLE IS IN OUR DNA
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dNa SwiTCh 
Medium fast action for effortless casting with one or two hands.

We’ve worked hard to develop rods that really do enable you to ‘Switch’ between any 

conceivable casting styles with a single rod. The versatility of these rods cannot be 

overstated — every style of casting from single handed, single handed spey, two handed 

overhead, traditional spey and sustained anchor styles can be accommodated by the 

unique actions of the DNA Switch. 

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 DNA Switch 1004-4 4 Med/Fast 10'0" #4

 DNA Switch 1005-4 4 Med/Fast 10'0" #5

 DNA Switch 1006-4 4 Med/Fast 10'0" #6

 DNA Switch 1007-4 4 Med/Fast 10'0" #7

 DNA Switch 1008-4 4 Med/Fast 10'0" #8

 DNA Switch 1105-4 4 Med/Fast 11'0" #5

 DNA Switch 1106-4 4 Med/Fast 11'0" #6

 DNA Switch 1107-4 4 Med/Fast 11'0" #7

When Tom describes the development of our Switch rods as the biggest design challenge 

of his career you get a feel for the level of sophistication employed to create these actions. 

Now in 4 and 5 weights for trout and warmwater applications the DNA Switch is a 

triumph in the evolution of fly rods and one we are very proud to offer.

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, western grip, milled black aluminum, down-locking 
reel seat, spalted maple spacer, titanium stripping guides, Universal Snake Brand guides, 
black wraps with olive edging.
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 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 DNA 1176/7-4XF  4  Extra fast  11'7"  #6/7 375-450 gr.

 DNA 1267-4XF  4  Extra fast  12'6"  #7  425-500 gr.

 DNA 1298-4XF  4  Extra fast  12'9"  #8  475-550 gr.

 DNA 1339-4XF  4  Extra fast  13'3"  #9  500-650 gr.

dNa-xf
Faster tip action for effortless touch and go casting.

This ‘extra fast’ design flexes more in the upper and less in to the butt sections. 

It produces a crisp, sharp feel that is perfect for throwing tight loops with a 

short casting stroke. We especially like this action for throwing floating and 

intermediate ‘scandi’ heads for salmon and steelhead and for overhead casting 

for stripers in the surf. As such we recommend the DNA-XF action for anglers who 

predominantly fish near the surface and enjoy Scandinavian underhand ‘touch 

and go’ styles of casting. It is also the recommended action for long distance 

overhead casting.

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, spey grip, clear milled aluminum, down-
locking reel seat, titanium stripping guides, Universal Snake Brand guides, black 
wraps with light blue edging.
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 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 DNA 1167-4XD    4     Extra Deep      11'6"     #7 400-450 gr.

 DNA 1208-4XD    4     Extra Deep      12'0"     #8 475-550 gr.

 DNA 1338-4XD    4     Extra Deep      13'3"     #8 475-550 gr.

dNa-xd 
Launch skagit heads with authority with this new deep loading taper. 

The ‘extra deep’ action is designed to be stiffer in the tip and fuller flexing deep in to 

the handle of the rod. It’s optimized for sweeping heavy terminal tackle from the water 

and launching short heavy heads with authority. This rod has been thoroughly tested 

with the popular skagit lines of the moment and the results have been excellent. We 

recommend the DNA-XD action for anglers who predominantly fish deep and utilize 

‘sustained anchor’ styles of casting with Skagit heads.

ThE dETail: Clear graphite blank, spey grip, black milled aluminum, down-locking 

reel seat, titanium stripping guides, Universal Snake Brand guides, black wraps 

with grey edging.
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iNdividualiST
The world’s best collector grade bamboo fly rods.

Our finest bamboo fly rods are designed with a complex taper that turns from a 

delicate tip top to the distinctive T&T swelled butt, and come with an extra tip. 

Built from the finest individually selected Tonkin cane, the flamed bamboo is 

complemented by translucent cinnamon edged guide wraps, along with medium 

brown ferrule wraps. 

aPPoiNTMENTS

• Rods for #2, #3 and #4 lines feature a nickel silver butt cap and oxidized black    

   sliding ring, with burled walnut reel seat spacer and Cigar grip.

• Rods for #5, #6, #7 and #8 lines are fitted with hand-buffed nickel silver 

   up-locking reel seat, mortised burled walnut spacer and Western grip.

• Individualist Collector Grade rods have two mirror image tips, made from the 

   same culm of bamboo with identical node positioning. All individualist rods are    

   available in 3 piece configurations for an upgrade price.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 Baby Creek  2  Medium  6'6"  #3   

 The Gnat  2  Med/Fast  6'6"  #4   

 The TTT  2  Medium 7'0"  #2   

 Trico  2  Medium 7'0"  #3   

 Midge  2  Med/Fast  7'0"  #4   

 Caenis  2  Medium 7'6"  #3   

 Specialist  2  Medium 7'6"  #4   

 Hendrickson  2  Med/Fast  7'6"  #5   

 Limestoner  2  Medium 8'0"  #4   

 Paradigm  2  Medium 8'0"  #5   

 Beaverkill  2  Med/Fast  8'0"  #5   

 Henry’s Fork  2  Medium 8'6"  #5   

 Montana  2  Med/Fast  8'6"  #6   

 Grilse  2  Medium  8'6"  #7   

 Salmon  2  Med/Fast  8'6"  #8  

 Saltwater* 2  Fast 8'3"  #8   

 Switch  2  Med/Fast  10'0"  #7 

* Please inquire for other salt water line weights.

Bamboo Rods
OUR HEART & SOUL
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ClaSSiC
Classic Bamboo rods are a two piece, straight butt, impregnated design.

Classic Bamboo rods are built around finely tuned tapers resulting in extremely 

smooth, medium actions. The impregnated finish creates a rod that is incredibly 

durable while still pleasing on the eye. These rods are built to be fished and find 

favor among anglers that seek the joys of bamboo but have no intention of giving 

their fly rods the ‘white glove’ treatment.

Any T&T bamboo rod can be ordered ‘Sans Pareil’ to incorporate your own specified 

custom options. Some upgrade charges may apply.

fEaTurES

• Rods for #2, #3 and #4 lines feature a nickel silver butt cap and oxidized black   

   sliding ring, burled walnut reel seat spacer and cigar grip. 

• Rods for #5 and #6 lines are fitted with a hand buffed, nickel silver, uplocking 

   reel seat, mortised burled walnut spacer and western grip. 

• Each rod comes with an aluminum tube finished with precision 

   machined brass fittings.

Individualist bamboo rods are usually build to order, rather than solid from 

inventory. To discuss your requirements please call Troy Jacques on +1 413 475-3840 

or email troy.jacques@thomasandthomas.com. We will advise on the best rod to 

suit your needs and offer a guideline for the time it will take us to build your rod. 

Currently we are fulfilling orders with 6 – 12 months.

ThE dETail: Each finely crafted rod is appointed with cinnamon colored wraps and 
a nickel silver reel seat.

 Model  Pcs  action  length  line

 CB 663 2 Medium 6'6" 3

 CB 664 2 Medium 6'6" 4

 CB 704 2 Medium 7'0" 4

 CB 763 2 Medium 7'6" 3

 CB 764 2 Medium 7'6" 4

 CB 765 2 Medium 7'6" 5

 CB 805 2 Medium 8'0" 5

 CB 865 2 Medium 8'6" 5

 CB 866 2 Med/Fast 8'6" 6

 CB 663-2T 2 Med/Fast 6'6" 3

 CB 664-2T 2 Medium 6'6" 4

 CB 704-2T 2 Medium 7'0" 4

 CB 763-2T 2 Medium 7'6" 3

 CB 764-2T 2 Medium 7'6" 4

 CB 765-2T 2 Med/Fast 7'6" 5

 CB 805-2T 2 Med/Fast 8'0" 5

 CB 865-2T 2 Medium 8'6" 5

 CB 866-2T 2 Medium 8'6" 6

 CB 703 2 Medium 7'0" 3

 CB 703-2T 2 Medium 7'0" 3
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OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
We want our customer service to exude the same quality as our rods. When you 

call or email Thomas & Thomas we will always endeavor to provide a prompt 

response. Even if you have a query that doesn’t relate directly to one of our 

products we’ll do our best to help you. A wealth of fly fishing knowledge resides 

within these four walls and we’re happy to share it. We stand behind our rods with 

an original owner, lifetime warranty. We have updated our website to allow you to 

request a repair online. We urge you to utilize this facility before you ship your rod 

to us at the shop. This gives us advance warning and enables us to begin to cut the 

patterns and prepare the parts in order that we can expedite your repair.  We will 

never be able to match the turnaround times of those rod brands that simply send 

out a replacement rod, but we hope you appreciate our ‘Made in USA’ and ‘Repair 

rather than Replace’ approach – we believe it offers benefits all around, not least 

to the environment. 

If you know exactly what you would like to purchase, you can order online through 

our website or by calling the factory direct. If you require expert assistance relating 

to your local fisheries or if you wish to test cast a rod we urge you to visit an 

Authorized Thomas & Thomas dealer – our network of quality, specialty fly shops 

around the world. We view these shops as our partners and they are pivotal in 

assisting us to serve you. They also work with us in new product development, 

ensuring we evolve as they and their customers do.
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NEED SOME HELP? 
WE ARE HERE FOR YOU…

To locate your nearest dealer or distributor please visit 

www.thomasandthomas.com/world and click on your country. 

If you require assistance please feel free to email info@thomasandthomas.com 

or call us on +1 (413) 475-3840. Our hours of business are 9am – 5pm EST, 

Monday thru Friday excluding USA holidays.

Front cover: Snake river, washington. Photo by Brian Chou.
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